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Tom Wright's eye-opening comments on these letters are combined, passage-by-passage, with his

fresh and inviting new translation of the Bible text. Making use of his true scholar's understanding,

yet writing in an approachable and anecdotal style, Wright captures the tension and excitement of

the time as the letters seek to assert Paul's authority and his teaching against other influences.Tom

Wright has undertaken a tremendous task: to provide guides to all the books of the New Testament,

and to include in them his own translation of the entire text. Each short passage is followed by a

highly readable discussion, with background information, useful explanations and suggestions, and

thoughts as to how the text can be relevant to our lives today. A glossary is included at the back of

the book. The series is suitable for group study, personal study, or daily devotions.
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"No other commentary series comes even close." --The Christian Century"Readers who have been

frustrated by the lack of accessible biblical commentaries for laypersons will welcome the series."

--Publishers Weekly"Well grounded in scholarship, accessible, and intensely contemporary. The

series is a most welcome one!" --Walter Brueggemann, Emeritus, Columbia Theological

Seminary"Wright has accomplished a feat in this series. All the time, I tell Bible readers, 'Begin

here!'" --Scot McKnight, North Park University



N. T. Wright is the Chair in New Testament and Early Christianity at the University of St. Andrews in

Scotland. He is the former Bishop of Durham in the Church of England and is a prolific author and

noted New Testament scholar. His books include Scripture and the Authority of God, Surprised by

Hope, Simply Christian, and Evil and the Justice of God.

I have read numerous interpreters on Galatians...I have taught and written on Galatians myself, but

Tom Wright's take on this incredibly important book is indispensable! His insight that for us Jesus

became the Torah, reducing our response now to one of simply trusting in that transaction, is

another invaluable facet revealed in the diamond that is Galatians. Tom's accessible style should

invite readers of all ages to dive into Paul's first-century world of conflict between the new and old

covenants, and hopefully expose the Galatian error inherent in most "Christian" institutions today.

NT Wright draws deep from Paul's writing. Always enjoy and benefit from his perceptive treatment

of the scriptures.

very basic reading. If you are looking for something in depth, this is not it.

I use these as devotionals. I find N.T. Wright's commentaries to be very helpful and make Paul's

sometimes convoluted writing easier to understand. I would highly recommend this, and all the

books in the series, to anyone trying to get a better grasp on Paul's writing.

I bought this for the Thessalonian commentaries and found them extremely insightful and helpful in

understanding Paul's letter through a historical lens and yet bringing present day meaningful

application.

If you like and understand Paul's letters than you will understand this study.Tom Wright is easy

reading for those persons who understand Paul's transformation.

Love it! Love that the scripture is there 1st & then what I think of as excellent "word pictures" so that

I grasp more fully what The Lord is telling me!

Excellent Commentary for laypeople! I purchased this book to go along with the course given by Dr.



N.T. Wright on the Book of Galatians. I continued on and read 1 and 2 Thessalonians. However, I

disagree with Trinitarian theology. I am aware that Dr. N.T. Wright is a Trinitarian Scholars but many

times he sound like an Oneness Theologian. I am an Oneness Apostolic Pentecostal Christian in

which I view the One True God as my Lord, Savior and King Jesus Christ and also being an

Authentic Man, the material from this Book and his course is consistent in many ways.P.S. I may

disagree with Dr. N.T. Wright concerning his explanation of the Rapture text in 1 Thessalonians 4.
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